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The Danish Mathematical Society through 125 Years1
Kurt Ramskov
Skeltoftevej 27, st. th., DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark
The Danish Mathematical Society celebrated its 125th anniversary in 1998. This work presents an
outline of the Society’s history and goes into details on some selected episodes. Among other things
the society is put in a Scandinavian context. Indirectly, the work also gives an impression of several of
the significant Danish mathematicians during the period of time. C° 2000 Academic Press
Dansk Matematisk Forening fejrede sin 125-a˚rs jubilæum i 1998. Dette arbejde giver et overblik over
foreningens historie og ga˚r i detalje med udvalgte episoder. Bl.a. sættes foreningen ind i en skandinavisk
sammenhæng. Artiklen giver ogsa˚ indirekte et indtryk af flere af de betydeligste danske matematikere
i perioden. C° 2000 Academic Press
AMS subject classifications: 01A55, 01A60.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work is to give a survey of the history of the Danish Mathematical
Society from its founding in 1873 to the end of the 20th century. Rather than giving a
balanced chronological account, I describe and discuss a selected series of what I consider
as interesting and important events in the Society’s history. Themes to be touched upon
include the Society’s role for mathematics in Denmark and its importance for international
mathematical contacts and cooperation. Indirectly the work will also give an idea of who
have been the leading mathematicians in Denmark during the period.
Key sources for the history of the Society are the jubilee publications produced on the
occasion of the Society’s 50th and 100th anniversaries describing the preceding 50 years
of activities [Crone 1923; Pedersen 1973]. They are both very factual. For example, they
contain lists of papers presented at the Society’s meetings and information on who were
members of the committee. Crone also provides some details on Danish mathematics [Crone
1923, 56–62]. Together with Thomas Schøtt’s sociological study of the Danish mathemat-
ical research community in the period 1928–1977 [Schøtt 1979, 1980], which includes a
discussion of the Society’s importance for mathematical research, they have been main
sources for this work.
A major part of the Society’s archive has been preserved [DMS]. However, there is no
material from the founding in 1873 until the end of the 19th century, because the Society’s
early archive got lost sometime in the 1890s [Crone 1923, 2]. On the other hand, the major
part of the archival material from the 20th century still exists.
1 The article is an elaborated version of a paper presented by the author at the Society’s 125th anniversary
celebration 8–9 October 1998.
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THE FOUNDING AND EARLY YEARS OF THE SOCIETY
Only little is known of the founding and early history of the Society due to the lost archival
material. When writing on the Society’s first 50 years in the early 1920s Crone made an
effort to collect information from people who had been members since the founding [Crone
1923, 1–2]. Together with announcements in the Danish mathematical journal Matematisk
Tidsskrift this is the most important source for the early history.
The idea of creating a Society is attributed to Thorvald N. Thiele (1838–1910), who
became Professor of Astronomy at the University of Copenhagen in 1875 [Crone 1923, 3].
The founding meeting at 8 October 1873 was announced in newspapers in advance and the
following day a short note summarized the meeting [Anonymous 1873]. The University
professor in mathematics, Adolph Steen (1816–1886) had opened the meeting by giving a
paper on the development of mathematics in Denmark in the 19th century [Steen 1873].
Then rules for the Society were laid down and, finally, a committee was elected. It consisted
of Thiele, Hieronymus Georg Zeuthen (1839–1920), who was docent2 in mathematics at
the University, and Julius Petersen (1839–1910), who was teacher of mathematics at the
Polytechnic. The short newspaper note concludes:
The lively attendance at this Society shows the significant diffusion that mathematical studies have
undergone here [in Denmark] in recent years. [Translated from [Anonymous 1873]]
Soon after 65 individuals had signed up as members of the Society [Crone 1923, 13].
One may ask why a mathematical society was formed in Denmark and why in 1873. Bjarne
Toft has suggested that the first part of the 1870s be denoted as “the modern breakthrough
of Danish mathematics,”3 because it was a very important time for Danish mathematics, as
will be described below.
The term “modern breakthrough” is taken from general histories of Denmark where it
usually denotes the period 1870–1890, when new ideas, thoughts, and inventions changed
Danish society considerably. Industrialization was one aspect of the change. Construction
of railways connecting the different parts of the country had begun in the 1840s and was
completed in the 1870s. In the 1860s the telegraph made rapid communication possible
both in the country and with other parts of the world. Large industrial companies began to
appear in a considerable number in the 1870s.
Denmark had received its first democratic constitution in 1849 and it allowed, for instance,
people to form associations. It took a generation of enlightment of the population before this
new right was recognized. Beginning in the 1870s an enormous number of new associations
appeared. Almost any group of people with a common interest formed an association to
take care of their special interest. Hence the appearance of a mathematical society was no
surprise. There had already been privately organized mathematical meetings in the 1860s,
which may be considered as forerunners of the Society [Crone 1923, 4–5, 8].
New political and cultural ideas were also introduced to Denmark in the early 1870s.
Inspired by the Paris Commune, socialism was introduced, but it only become influential
in Danish politics in the 20th century. The author Georg Brandes (1842–1927) attacked the
established view of the purpose of writing literature. He spoke for realism in literature and
2 Docents were inferior to professors and until the 1920s positions as a docent had a temporary character.
3 In his paper on the 1870s and the founding of the Society, presented at the Society’s 125th anniversary,
8–9 October 1998.
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positivism in philosophy. Rationalism and the natural sciences were emphasized to get rid
of superstition. A consequence was that the second half of the 19th century was a time of
progress for the natural sciences and mathematics, a progress which was visible in several
ways.
During this period mathematics was gradually strengthened in the school, especially
in the grammar school (grades 8 to 13), which prepared for further education. In 1871
the grammar school was split into two branches: a branch for history and philology and
a branch for mathematics and the natural sciences. Even though Latin continued to be
the most prominent subject, modern languages and mathematics increased in importance.
Furthermore, the reform created better possibilities of becoming a grammar school teacher
if one had a university degree in mathematics, because the existing requirement of a degree
in philology and history to become senior teacher or headmaster was abolished [Andersen
& Bang 1983, 169].
The increasing importance of mathematics and the natural sciences had started earlier in
the century. Modelled after the French ´Ecole Polytechnique Den polytekniske Læreanstalt4
[The Polytechnic] was founded in Copenhagen in 1829. Together with the University of
Copenhagen it was the only Danish institution of higher education with positions in mathe-
matical subjects.5 Later in the century several of the engineers educated at the Polytechnic
became key persons in the industrialization of Denmark.
Another sign of the increasing importance of the natural sciences and mathematics was
the formation in 1850 of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, as a result of the
split of the Faculty of Philosophy at the University. However, there were very few university
positions in mathematics. Steen got the mathematics professorship at the University in
1861 and kept it to his death in 1886. He also had a professorship in mathematics at
the Polytechnic, a situation not unusual in the 19th century. While Steen’s mathematical
talents were limited, his political talents were unquestionable and he succeeded in creating a
second position in mathematics at the University in 1871. It was filled by the young Zeuthen.
Zeuthen had started out working on enumerative geometry, but later turned to the history
of mathematics where his study of Greek mathematics, partly through a collaboration with
Johann Ludvig Heiberg (1854–1927), made him internationally known [Kleiman 1991,
9–11]. Zeuthen’s close friend Petersen also started out his academic career in 1871 as a
mathematics teacher at the Polytechnic. Petersen’s contributions were more scattered and
today he is best known for his textbooks and his pioneering work on graph theory [Lu¨tzen
et al. 1992, 49–66, 69–75]. Zeuthen and Petersen dominated Danish mathematics for the
next three decades and brought it to an international level.
In 1859 the first Danish mathematical journal, Mathematisk Tidsskrift, was founded.
Zeuthen emphasized the importance of this journal for his mathematical development
[Kleiman 1991, 4]. I will return to the journal below.
Denmark was not the only country to get a national mathematical society in the second half
of the 19th century. Such societies appeared in several countries, as can be seen in Table I.
In many countries local mathematical societies or amateur societies had existed previous to
the founding of a national mathematical society and sometimes a local society developed
4 Today Den polytekniske Læreanstalt is the Technical Universiy of Denmark, Lyngby.
5 I am not considering the University of Kiel in the southern province Holstein, because this province was
permanently lost to Germany after the war in 1864.
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TABLE I
Founding Years for National Mathematical Societies in the Nordic Countries and Some
of the Most Significant National Societies Elsewhere
Country Society Founding year
England London Mathematical Society 1865
Finland Suomen matemaattinen yhdistys 1868
France La socie´te´ mathe´matique de France 1872
Denmark Matematisk Foreninga 1873
Germany Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung 1890
USA The American Mathematical Society 1894
Italy Societa` Italiana di Matematica 1908
Norway Norsk Matematisk Forening 1918
Iceland ´Islenska stær@´fræ@´afe´gi@´ 1947
Sweden Svenska matematikersamfundet 1950
a It was renamed Dansk Matematisk Forening in 1952.
to be the national society [Beckers 1999, 1–2]. For example, the New York Mathematical
Society, founded in 1888, became in 1894 the American Mathematical Society.
Hence, inspiration for the Danish Mathematical Society may very well have come from
abroad. The French mathematician Michel Chasles (1793–1880) became the first honorary
foreign member of the London Mathematical Society in 1867 [Rice & Wilson 1998, 187]
and he was a key figure in the founding of La socie´te´ mathe´matique de France in 1872
and became its first president [Gispert 1991, 14–20]. Zeuthen had gone to Paris to study
under Chasles in 1863–1864 and he kept contact with him later [Kleiman 1991, 4–5], so
he might have known of the new societies in England and France through him. Zeuthen
himself was elected as honorary foreign member of the London Mathematical Society in
1875 [Rice & Wilson 1998, 206], but had not yet become a member of La Socie´te´ in
1877 [Anonymous 1876–1877]. In the broad perspective the appearance of mathematical
societies in the second half of the 19th century may be seen as a result of the increasing
specialization and professionalization of mathematics [Rice et al. 1995, 402].
In the first 30 years the key activity of the Danish Mathematical Society was a meeting
approximately once a month during the academic terms. An almost complete list of dates,
speakers, and titles was reconstructed by Crone [Crone 1923, 35–45]. Most papers were
on mathematical subjects, but there were also some on physics and educational issues.
Petersen and Zeuthen were frequent speakers. Before 1895 nothing is known on the number
of members except that 65 signed up in 1873. During the years 1895–1903 it varied between
40 and 50. The majority were people with higher education in science who were living in
Copenhagen or its surroundings, but the members included many different types of people
interested in mathematics. It was natural that Copenhagen became the place for the Society
because all Danish institutions for higher education were located there. There were very
few foreign members and they were mainly from Lund across Øresund in Sweden [Crone
1923, 13].
Frequent changes occurred in the committee of the Society in the years before 1892,
while the committee sat for longer periods in the years after. Johan Ludvig William Valdemar
Jensen (1859–1925) was president of the Society 1892–1903. He was self-taught in
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TABLE II
Number of Organized Meetings at the Danish Mathematical
Society 1904–07




mathematics and never received a formal education. Despite this he made important con-
tributions to the theory of complex and convex functions. In the latter subject he proved
the Jensen inequality, which included many known inequalities. He started his career at
Copenhagen Telephone Company in 1881 and became senior engineer and leader of the
technical department in 1890 [Nørlund 1926].
The meetings of the Society certainly also had a social task. They were the meeting place
for people interested in mathematics and for people like Jensen, working in a company,
they were an excellent place to keep in touch with mathematicians and what was going on
in mathematics.
LITERATURE MEETINGS AND THE LABORATORY
In 1903 Vilhelm Herman Oluf Madsen (1844–1917) succeeded Jensen as president of the
Society. Madsen had studied at the Royal Military School and had made a military career,
which culminated during the years 1901–1904 when he became Minister of War. Early on
he had become interested in mathematics and he had taught the subject at military schools
[Nørlund 1917].
During Madsen’s period as president, 1903–1910, the activities of the Society reached a
peak level which they have not reached again since. Beginning in September 1904 weekly
literature meetings were organized during the academic terms, except in weeks with ordinary
meetings [Crone 1923, 62]. As the name indicates, an important aspect of these meetings
was the presentation and discussion of new mathematical literature, but this was not the only
activity at the meetings. Presentation of new research results or discussion of mathematical
or pedagogical issues might also be the subject of a meeting.6 The literature meetings were
more informal than the ordinary meetings and they were open to everybody interested in
mathematics and not only to members. The meetings continued for three years well attended
by the members and hence were a success [Crone 1923, 62] (see Table II). In 1907 they were
suspended for reasons that will be discussed below. The success of the meetings indicates
that there was a need to be informed on new mathematical publications and works. This
is not surprising when one takes the situation at the time into account. There did not exist
a special mathematical library and the research mathematicians had to do their research
at home. Usually they established their own private collections of mathematical literature,
even though some mathematical literature was available at the University library [Jessen
1977, 5]. So both for researchers and others the literature meetings were a good way to keep
themselves up to date on mathematical literature.
6 A complete list of the meetings (without dates) is given in [Crone 1923, 63–65]. Dates of the major part of
the meetings may be found in [DMS1].
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In fact, it was not the first time literature meetings had been organized by the Society. In
1883 and probably in the following two years such meetings had also been held, but because
of the lack of sources no details are known about their content and exactly how long they
were continued [Crone 1923, 62]. At that time the Society had started to collect mathematical
books. Its collection gradually increased by gifts from members in the following years. Of
course, this book collection played an important part of the resumed literature meetings
1904–1907. In 1906 the Society received a grant from a private foundation making it
possible to buy a complete version of the review journal Jahrbuch u¨ber die Fortschritte der
Mathematik and to subscribe to the Jahrbuch and the French mathematical encyclopedia
[Crone 1923, 67].
Probably due to the increased activity of the Society the number of members began to
increase and reached about 75 in 1907 [Crone 1923, 13]. The frequent meetings created
a need to disseminate information to the members. This was accomplished in September
1905 when the Society began to issue a small newsletter, Medlemsblad for Mathema-
tisk Forening [Membership newsletter for the Mathematical Society], which announced
the upcoming literature meetings and ordinary meetings, but also contained the annual
report of the Society’s activities, obituaries of deceased members and other messages
[DMS1]. The newsletter was usually only a few pages long and was sent out 5–8 times a
year.
The suspension of the literature meetings was due to certain simultaneous events at the
University. In 1905 a third mathematical position (docentur) had been created at the Univer-
sity and it had been filled by Niels Nielsen (1865–1931) [Aarbog 1903–1904, 878–879]. At
the same time the University mathematicians began to work for establishing a mathematical
laboratorium, because they missed a special mathematical library as well as rooms for stu-
dents to make exercises [Aarbog 1906–1907, 768]. Around 1898 the University had been
planning to buy a new building and it had asked the faculties about their requirements for
more space. For example, the faculty of philosophy desired more space for its laboratory for
philology and history, while the faculty of science and mathematics desired rooms to estab-
lish laboratories for geography and mathematics [Aarbog 1904–1905, 6]. What was wanted
was space for working rooms, minor teaching rooms and a special library. Apparently many
subjects pressed on to get their own laboratories at the time. However, the University did
not acquire the new building and the project was postponed [Aarbog 1905–1906, 17].
In 1906 the mathematicians at the University made an application for an appropriation
to establish and run a mathematical laboratory. The appropriation was granted beginning
in 1907–1908, probably due to the lobbying of Madsen, who was then a member of parlia-
ment [MI1, 3]. Madsen saw the laboratory as a major breakthrough for mathematics at the
University and he thought that it made it possible to start up mathematical seminars at the
University open to all members of the Society and hence replacing the literature meetings.
As part of this project the Society’s book collection was handed over to the laboratory
[Crone 1923, 65–66].
It took some time before the laboratory actually began to work as intended, but beginning
in 1908 students began to use it as reading room and it was also used occasionally for tutorials
at the University [MI1, 4–10]. The annual appropriation of the laboratory made it possible
to increase the book collection and gradually the laboratory turned into a small special
mathematical library [Jessen 1977, 5].
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TOWARD A LEARNED SOCIETY?
A generational change occurred in mathematics at the University of Copenhagen in
1909–1910. Petersen and Zeuthen both retired and they were succeeded by Nielsen and
Poul Heegaard (1871–1946) respectively. The young Harald Bohr (1887–1951) succeeded
Nielsen as docent. He had just defended his doctoral dissertation on Dirichlet series in 1910.
Heegaard had become internationally known for his doctoral dissertation from 1898.
It presented a counterexample to Poincare´’s duality theorem pointing out an error in his
theory. It forced Poincare´ to reconsider the matter, resulting in a significant advance in
algebraic topology [Dieudonne´ 1989, 28–35]. Since then Heegaard had published very
little and it was a surprise for several, including himself, that he was appointed as professor
in 1910 [Munkholm & Munkholm 1997, 14–15]. Heegaard made an effort to improve the
mathematical laboratory. He organized the book collection into a small library and started a
mathematical reading circle as well as a pedagogical reading circle [Ramskov 1995, 126].
This was done independent of the Society and Heegaard was not involved in the committee of
the Society after he became professor in 1910 as he had been in the 1890s [Crone 1923, 87].
Nielsen’s scientific works were on special functions, especially the gamma function and
cylindrical functions. He had been very productive during the first decade of the 20th century
[Nielsen 1910, 85–90], and, as mentioned, he had also been the driving force in establishing
the mathematical laboratory. The committee of the Mathematical Society was changed in
1910 and Nielsen became the new president. Although he had been an active participant in
the literature meetings they were not revived while he was president nor were they later,
even though it seems to have been considered [Crone 1923, 66]. The activities of the Society
returned to monthly meetings in the academic terms, just as had been the case before 1904.
The new committee seemed to aim at changing the Society in the direction of a learned
society. At the annual general meeting of 1911 the committee suggested new rules, which
were approved. They opened up the possibility of corresponding foreign members and stated
that new members had to be suggested by two members and subsequently approved by a two-
thirds majority at a meeting [DMS3]. Probably the idea was to attract prominent foreign
mathematicians as corresponding members to cast more glory on the Society. However,
when Carl Neumann and ´Emile Picard were suggested as corresponding members in 1912
it aroused heated discussions [Crone 1923, 14–15]. Johannes Hjelmslev (1873–1950), the
professor in descriptive geometry at the Polytechnic, argued against it because he did not
think the Society was sufficiently significant and competent to give away such marks of
honor to foreign mathematicians. Being opposed by a majority in the two cases Hjelmslev
finally withdrew as a member. However, no further suggestions of corresponding members
appeared before 1916, when Go¨sta Mittag-Leffler was proposed and approved. When the
rules were revised in 1918 the section about corresponding members was deleted.
BOYCOTT AND REORGANIZATION
The academic year 1916–1917 was unusual for the Mathematical Society and turbulent
for Danish mathematics more generally. The annual general meeting of the Society in April
1917 was covered by the tabloid Ekstrabladet in an article entitled “Harald Bohr again on the
Warpath.” Here, the result of the general meeting was described as Bohr and his supporters
among the members taking over the Society after having boycotted it the previous year
[Anonymous 1917b]. Neither now nor then has Ekstrabladet been a reliable source, but it
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is a fact that Nielsen’s period as president terminated in 1917 and that a completely new
committee was elected at the general meeting that year. The new president was Johannes
Mollerup, a mathematics professor and close colleague of Bohr at the Polytechnic [Crone
1923, 86].
The available sources do not make it possible to find out what exactly the mentioned
boycott consisted of. During 1916–1917 only three meetings had been organized before
the general meeting took place [Crone 1923, 51]. In the last issue of the newsletter before
the general meeting, the secretary announced his resignation due to the difficulties of find-
ing speakers for the meetings [DMS2]. So even though there is no clear indication of an
organized boycott, there are certainly indications of something that might be interpreted as
a “boycott.”
Ekstrabladet also interprets the events in the Society as a continuation of a fight between
two factions of the Danish mathematicians, which had started in the autumn of 1916 and
had culminated in January 1917 when Heegaard sent his resignation as professor at the
University. Behind these events is a complicated story which has been discussed elsewhere
[Ramskov 1998], so it will only be summed up in a brief outline here.
Bohr had left the position as docent at the University to become professor at the Poly-
technic in 1915. In the autumn of 1916 the docent position was vacant again and the only
applicant, Carl Hansen (1876–1935), had been recommended by the two University pro-
fessors in mathematics, Heegaard and Nielsen. However, at the initiative of Bohr’s brother,
Niels Bohr (1885–1962), who had become physics professor at the University in 1916, the
Faculty of Sciences and Mathematics had reconsidered the case and ruled Hansen unqual-
ified due to lack of scientific productivity. This decision aroused a discussion in the faculty
about what to do with the vacant position in mathematics. One suggestion was to attach
Harald Bohr and Hjelmslev to the University by letting them share the vacant position as
their second position and then become members of the faculty; they both had and should keep
their professorships at the Polytechnic. However, all these discussions suddenly stopped in
January 1917, when Heegaard surprisingly submitted his letter of resignation. His official
reasons for resigning were insufficient time to do scientific work and disagreement with his
colleagues at the University in too many cases [Ramskov 1998, 21].
Ekstrabladet interpreted Heegaard’s resignation as a protest against Bohr’s and
Hjelmslev’s lobbying to get their feet into the faculty during the vacant position [Anony-
mous 1917a] and, as mentioned, speculated about a connection to the supposed “boycott”
of the Mathematical Society. Although there may have been such a connection, it was prob-
ably weaker than Ekstrabladet described it. The available sources do not allow me to draw
a clear conclusion. The “boycott” and the succeeding complete change of the committee
might also have been due to dissatisfaction with the way the Society had been run, because
this was changed after 1917 as described below.
Heegaard left his professorship 31 August 1917 and Hjelmslev became his successor at the
University. Already at the end of 1917 Heegaard was offered a professorship at Kristiania7
University in Norway, where he stayed for the rest of his career. The new position did
not affect his scientific production, which remained small; but Heegaard’s appearance in
Norway soon had consequences for the organization of mathematics there. He was active in
creating Norsk Matematisk Forening [the Norwegian Mathematical Society] at the end of
7 In 1924 Norway’s capital was renamed Oslo instead of Kristiania.
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1918 and he was founding editor of the Norwegian mathematical journal Norsk Matematisk
Tidsskrift, whose first issue appeared in 1919 [Munkholm & Munkholm 1997, 19]. Both
were probably modelled on the similar Danish constructions.
The complete change in the Society’s committee in 1917 was soon reflected in its ac-
tivities. The number of ordinary meetings with an invited speaker was increased from 8–9
annually during 1910–1917 to 12–16 annually from 1917 onward. Some of the meetings
were organized as series of three or four related papers on a larger subject, and in the first
years after 1917 these series of papers were published by the Society either as a separate
publication or as articles in the journal Matematisk Tidsskrift [Crone 1923, 66–67]. As an
example, Harald Bohr, Aksel Frederik Andersen (1891–1972), and Mollerup presented the
theory of measure and integration at a series of three meetings in the autumn of 1917 and
these papers were published as [Andersen et al. 1917].
The rules of the Society were revised again in 1918. The possibility of corresponding
membership was cancelled. However, the main reason for the revision was to make rules for
the financial and editorial responsibilities of the Danish mathematical journal Matematisk
Tidsskrift, which the Society took over from Heegaard in 1918. As mentioned earlier, the
journal was founded in 1859 as Mathematisk Tidsskrift, changing its name to Tidsskrift
for Matematik [Journal for Mathematics] in 1865. The content was then divided into a
section for elementary subjects such as mathematical school problems and a section for
more advanced subjects. It was not intended to be a scientific journal but rather to be a
journal for mathematics teaching. A competing journal, Maanedsskrift for den elementære
Mathematik [The Monthly Journal for Elementary Mathematics], was founded in 1886.
It contained only mathematical school problems. In 1890 the two journals joined as Nyt
Tidsskrift for Mathematik [New Journal for Mathematics], which was published in two
series. Series A contained elementary mathematics, i.e., school mathematics, and hence
may be viewed as a successor of Maanedsskrift, while Series B now became a scientific
journal containing articles on more advanced topics, allowing articles in foreign languages.
Contributions by foreign mathematicians also appeared. Until 1918 the journal was run
on a private basis independent of the Mathematical Society even though information from
the Society appeared in the journal from time to time. The main editors of the journal had
been Camillo Tychsen 1859–1870, Zeuthen 1871–1889, Christian S. Juel 1890–1915, and
Heegaard 1916–1918. Usually they were assisted by a coeditor. When the Society took
over the journal from Heegaard its name was changed back to Matematisk Tidsskrift. The
editorial board was now to be elected at the annual general meeting of the Society according
to the new rules of the Society [Fabricius-Bjerre 1952].
The membership newsletter of the Society was sent out for the last time in 1917 and then
closed down by the new committee, probably as a consequence of the taking over of the
journal.
INTERNATIONALIZATION
The small size of the Danish mathematical community made most Danish mathematicians
internationally oriented and many of them went abroad for a period of time either to study
or work. Harald Bohr was a good example of such an international Danish mathematician.
He had gone to Go¨ttingen as a student in 1909 and in the subsequent years he established
a collaboration with Edmund Landau, who was a mathematics professor there. They wrote
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several joint papers on the Riemann zeta function. Such international contacts were difficult
and burdensome during World War I, and as a result Bohr’s scientific production decreased
during the war [Ramskov 1995, 133–37].
During the war international cooperation begun before 1914 was suspended. Because
of the suffering and destruction of the war several scientists from the Allied Countries,
especially Belgium and France, where considerable destruction took place, thought it im-
possible ever again to meet scientists from the Central Powers. In 1918 initiative was taken
by l’Acade´mie de sciences and the Royal Society to form new international organizations
for scientific cooperation explicitly excluding the Central Powers. During 1918–1920 this
led to the formation by the Allied Countries of the International Research Council and its
underlying scientific unions. The neutral countries, which included the Scandinavian coun-
tries, were invited to participate and in 1919 the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and
Letters joined the International Research Council. However, it reserved its right to revive
any international cooperation from before 1914 [Lomholt 1950, 212–18].
A union for mathematics, the International Mathematical Union (IMU), was proposed
in 1919. There had not been such a union before the war. Instead the most important
international events concerning mathematics had been the international congresses which
had taken place every 3–4 years since 1897. On French initiative the first “international”
congress for mathematicians after the war was organized in 1920 in Strasbourg in the
liberated Alsace-Lorraine, which France had lost to Germany in 1871. At the congress the
proposal of statutes for the IMU from the 1919 meeting were adopted [Lehto 1998, 7–14,
24–25].
Three Danish mathematicians participated in the Strasbourg congress. One of them was
Niels Erik Nørlund (1885–1981), who had been professor at the University of Lund in
Sweden 1912–19 and was appointed mathematics professor at the University of Copenhagen
in 1919. Back home he brought up the matter of Danish affiliation with the International
Mathematical Union. It aroused heated discussion at three meetings of the Mathematical
Society during 1920–1921, for there was considerable disagreement among the members.
Bohr was strongly against letting the Society affiliate with the Union because he thought
that would strengthen the barrier between scientists from the Central Powers and scientists
elsewhere. Furthermore, Bohr had a close relationship with many German mathematicians
and, as mentioned above, he had collaborated with Landau before the war. Nørlund, on the
other hand, had closer contact with the French mathematicians, so possibly also personal
interests were involved. Nørlund argued for affiliation because he thought that through
participation one would be able to influence the Union and gradually work to weaken the
opposition towards the Central Powers. So Bohr and Nørlund agreed on the goal, to revive
international cooperation, but they disagreed on the way to achieve it [Crone 1923, 73–74].
In the final discussion of the matter in the Society in the spring of 1921, Bohr read Hardy’s
note on the Union from Nature [Hardy 1921], which showed a very critical attitude to the
Union even in allied England. The president of the Society concluded that the disagreement
was too extensive for any action, so the Society would do nothing, i.e., not affiliate [Crone
1923, 74]! However, later in 1921 the advocates for affiliation formed a National Committee
which joined the Union [Ramskov 1995, 209].
The boycott of the mathematicians from the Central Powers lasted until the mid-1920s.
At the international congress in Bologna in 1928 everybody was invited despite the statutes
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of the IMU and the International Research Council. This was the beginning of the end of
the IMU, which was suspended in 1932 [Lehto 1998, 44–60].
Despite the exclusion of the mathematicians from the Central Powers from organized
activities, many informal and personal contacts were revived after the war. For example,
Bohr revived his contacts and collaboration with German mathematicians. In 1924–1925
he became internationally known for his theory of almost periodic functions. Several for-
eign mathematicians went to Copenhagen to study or work with Bohr. Through the work
of Bohr and his colleague Jakob Nielsen (1890–1959), who also had many international
contacts, the Polytechnic became the mathematical center in Denmark in the last half of
the 1920s [Ramskov 1995, 252–259, 267]. The mathematics professors at the Polytechnic
also dominated the Society. None of the University professors was in the committee of the
Society during the 1920s [Pedersen 1973, 23].
The Society turned more international during the 1920s. This can be illustrated by the
list of speakers at the Society’s meetings. During the period 1914–1917 foreign speakers
were completely absent and before World War I most speakers at the Society’s meetings
were Danish members. Only occasionally did foreign mathematicians present a paper and in
most such cases they were Scandinavian mathematicians. From 1920 at least one talk every
year was presented by a foreign mathematician from somewhere in Europe, including the
Central Powers. Often it was a prominent mathematician, as can be seen from the following
excerpt of the list of speakers: Artin, Borel, Carathe´odory, Carleman, Hardy, Hilbert, Julia,
Landau, Lebesgue, Le´vy, Littlewood, Po´lya, F. and M. Riesz [Crone 1923, 35–55; Pedersen
1973, 29–32]. Often the invited foreign speakers presented a series of papers (usually three)
during their stay [Pedersen 1973, 1].
THE HARALD BOHR ERA
From the 1920s until 1951 Harald Bohr was the dominating figure, not only in the Math-
ematical Society, but generally in Danish mathematics, which is why I call that period the
Harald Bohr era. Bohr was not a member of the new committee elected in 1917, but in 1926
he became president of the Society. Except for the years 1930–1936 he remained as presi-
dent until his death in 1951. It was not least due to him that the Society turned international
in the 1920s. He had personal contacts with many of the invited foreign speakers.
Another important prerequisite for inviting foreigners was the financial support from the
Rask–Ørsted Foundation [Pedersen 1973, 1]. It had been established in 1919 as a reaction
to the damage to international contacts caused by the war. Its purpose was to support inter-
national scientific collaboration between Danes and foreigners [Ramskov 1995, 200–201].
Bohr was also one of the editors of Series B of Matematisk Tidsskrift from 1919 to 1942.
During this period the journal became more international, as an increasing proportion of
the contributions came from foreign mathematicians.
The Society’s profile remained almost the same during the Bohr era and the number of
members stayed constant around 100 [Pedersen 1973, 23–24]. The main and almost only
activity continued to be the ordinary evening meetings (from the 1940s they took place
in the afternoons) 10–15 times a year. The scientific content of these meetings was the
presentation of a mathematical paper followed by a short discussion. Afterwards there was
a social gathering typically at a restaurant. All meetings were held in Copenhagen because
all mathematical researchers worked there [Pedersen 1973, 1–2, 29–38].
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The invitation of foreign speakers to the meetings, which started in the 1920s as described
above, continued in the 1930s, while World War II made such invitations impossible 1940–
1945 when Denmark was occupied by Germany. That meant the mathematicians in Denmark
were isolated. In addition, two of the leading mathematicians, Bohr and Werner Fenchel
(1905–1988), had to flee to Sweden in 1943 because they were of Jewish descent. The
Society’s activities decreased during the war, but after a couple of years after the war the
pre-war profile of the Society was restored.
During the Bohr era the Society’s meetings remained the most important meeting place
for the Danish mathematicians. Schøtt has argued that during this era Danish mathematical
research was organized within the framework of the Society [Schøtt 1979, 40–42]. The
meetings were simply the place where Danish mathematicians exchanged news and pre-
sented the results of their research for each other. This was possible because all research
mathematicians worked in Copenhagen and, according to Schøtt, because Danish research
was only dispersed over four mathematical areas: theory of functions, convexity, topology
of surfaces, and geometry. That made it possible to effectively communicate research results
to the rest of the community; i.e., the mathematicians understood each other’s work [Schøtt
1979, 47, 49]. However, the Society was only the framework; it made no attempts to guide
the mathematical research.
During the Bohr era two events occurred which affected the Society in the long term. The
first event was the appearance of a mathematical institute in Copenhagen in 1934. It was
located in a new building next to Niels Bohr’s famous Institute for Theoretical Physics and
it contained an open-shelf library, offices for the mathematicians at the University and the
Polytechnic, rooms for the students, etc. The Carlsberg Foundation had granted the money
at the University’s 450th anniversary in 1929 [Ramskov 1995, 281–91]. Bohr organized
the new institute building, inspired by the then recently erected institutes in Go¨ttingen
and Princeton [Schøtt 1979, 28]. The institute dramatically changed the conditions for
the mathematicians, a fact Bohr emphasized in his opening address [HB1, 4]. Until then
they had done research at home using their private libraries. Now they had access to the
larger institute library and the possibility of easy contact with colleagues. The mathematical
laboratory was shut down and its book collection became the core of the institute library.
However, it took some time before the new possibilities were fully exploited [Ramskov
1995, 286–289]. In the long term the existence of the institute decreased the importance of
the Mathematical Society as a place for exchanging mathematical news.
The second event was the founding of Foreningen for Matematiklærere ved Gym-
nasieskoler og Seminarier [The Association for Mathematics Teachers at Secondary Schools
and Teachers Colleges] in 1931. The purpose of the Mathematical Society had from the
beginning included the promotion of teaching in mathematics. In 1928 a commission set
up by the Ministry of Education had suggested a revision of the mathematics curriculum in
the secondary school, which implied a minor reduction in the number of weekly lessons for
mathematics. The suggestion was, of course, discussed by mathematicians and mathemat-
ics teachers [Fabricius-Bjerre et al. 1931], and it was this discussion which led a group of
teachers to realize in 1931 that they needed an association to take better care of their special
interests. The idea was not far-fetched because teachers of other subjects had already formed
such associations [Hirsberg et al. 1981, 7–8]. Hence, the Association was not founded in
dissatisfaction with the Mathematical Society, but rather because the Society had a broader
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scope. This is also clear from the fact that the Association and the Society had excellent
cooperation, organizing joint meetings in the 1930s, and in the 1940s and 1950s the Asso-
ciation usually invited speakers from the Society for its big annual meeting. There was no
decrease in the number of members of the Mathematical Society after 1931, and during the
Bohr era the Society and the Association were probably not seen as competitors. However,
the founding of the Association meant that pedagogical issues became less frequent and
almost disappeared from at the Society’s meetings [Pedersen 1973, 29–50].
The Association was not the first alternative Danish mathematical society to appear.
In 1904 a local mathematical society, Aarhus Matematiske Forening [The Mathematical
Society of Aarhus], had been formed by mathematics teachers in Aarhus, the second largest
city in Denmark. They probably felt it too difficult to participate in the meetings of the
Mathematical Society, which was always organized in Copenhagen. The two societies
cooperated and in 1913 established mutual membership so all members of one society also
automatically became members of the other [Crone 1923, 72]. Probably the Aarhus Society
was dissolved around 1930, but I have no sources to confirm that.
SCANDINAVIAN COOPERATION IN MATHEMATICS
Geographically Scandinavia includes Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. Before the 19th
century many wars had been fought between the Scandinavian countries. After several
hundred years together with Denmark in the twin monarchy Denmark–Norway, Norway
was forced into a political union with stronger Sweden after the Napoleonic wars in 1814.
Norway achieved complete independence only in 1905. The common history and languages
which were and are understood in the other countries might have been good reasons to
cooperate, but this only began in the mid-19th century in politics and science. Scandinavian
meetings for researchers in the natural sciences took place regularly from 1839 [Ramskov
1995, 198].
In mathematics cooperation began during the second half of the century. The Norwegian
mathematician Sophus Lie (1842–1899) proposed in 1881 a journal reserved for contribu-
tions from Scandinavian mathematicians. This led to the Scandinavian mathematical journal
Acta Mathematica the following year. It was founded by the Swedish mathematician Go¨sta
Mittag-Leffler (1846–1927), but it was not restricted to contributions from Scandinavian
mathematicians. Instead Mittag-Leffler wanted an international journal, and he used it to
improve the relationship between French and German mathematicians after the Franco–
Prussian war of 1870–1871 [Domar 1982]. However, the editorial board of Acta has always
consisted of Scandinavian mathematicians.
It was also Mittag-Leffler who took the initiative to organize the first congress for Scan-
dinavian mathematicians in 1909. He had earlier been involved in the organizing committee
of the first international mathematical congress in 1897 [Lehto 1998, 8]. Despite possible
bad feelings (Norway had become independent only four years before) the congress was a
success. It was repeated in Copenhagen in 1911 and in Kristiania in 1913 and since then
every 3–6 years.
The idea of a joint Scandinavian journal for elementary mathematics was discussed by
Heegaard and Mittag-Leffler in 1911. Heegaard raised the topic for discussion because he
thought the Danish Nyt Tidsskrift for Matematik did not work very well and he imagined a
Scandinavian successor would work better [IML1]; but the idea was not carried out then.
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During World War I it gradually became clear to several people in Scandinavia that
international contacts and cooperation would be difficult after the war because of the mutual
hatred between people from opposing countries. The Scandinavian countries had been
neutral during the war and supported each other in this hard time of limited international
commerce. They chose to participate in the new “international” cooperation after the war
such as the International Mathematical Union, but soon worked for removing the boycott
of the Central Powers.
The first Scandinavian congress after the war was organized in 1922 in Helsinki in
Finland, which had gained independence from Russia in 1919. Earlier it had been ruled
by Sweden and, hence, Finland was quickly accepted in Scandinavian cooperation, also in
mathematics.
During World War II the Scandinavian countries again supported each other as much as
possible. Only Sweden was neutral. After the war there appeared an even stronger feeling
of the need for cooperation. After the outbreak of the cold war a Nordic defense union was
discussed in 1948–1949, but it never materialized and the discussions ended in 1949 when
Denmark and Norway joined NATO while Sweden declared neutrality. However, politically
and cultural the bounds were strengthened by the formation of Nordisk Ra˚d [The Nordic
Council] in 1952, including also Finland and Iceland.8 Also more concrete projects were
carried out, such as the establishment of the joint Scandinavian Airlines Systems (SAS) in
1951.
The Scandinavian mathematical congresses were continued, and in 1952 the mathemat-
ical societies of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden decided to found two
Nordic mathematical journals instead of the national journals: Mathematica Scandinavica,
which became a scientific journal, and Nordisk Matematisk Tidsskrift (from 1979 abbrevi-
ated Normat), which became an elementary journal. Volume 1 of both journals appeared
in 1953. Mathematica Scandinavica appeared in English and became an international jour-
nal, but mainly with contributions from Nordic mathematicians. Involved in the foundation
of Normat were also associations of mathematics teachers in the Scandinavian countries.
The articles in Normat were and are usually in one of the Scandinavian languages: Danish,
Norwegian, or Swedish. From the Danish point of view Normat was viewed as a successor to
Series A of Matematisk Tidsskrift while Mathematica Scandinavica was viewed as succes-
sor to Series B. The Danish journals were terminated by the end of 1952 [Fabricius-Bjerre
1952, 106–107].
Due to the creation of the joint Nordic journals the rules of the Mathematical Society were
revised again in 1952. The revision included other changes as well. The Society changed
its name from Matematisk Forening to Dansk Matematisk Forening, the committee was
increased from three to five, people and the president was only allowed to be reelected for
a period of four years in total [Pedersen 1973, 5]. The last limitation must have been made
because a majority had felt it was a bad idea that the same person could be reelected as
president over and over again, as Bohr had been in the previous 15 years.
THE MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY’S NEW ROLE
Following World War II the natural sciences and mathematics began to be considered
very important for the development of new technologies in the modern industrial states. A
8 Iceland became independent from Denmark in 1944.
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massive expansion of the sciences and also mathematics started in the 1950s in the western
countries. It was accelerated especially in the United States because of a feeling of falling
technologically behind the Soviet Union, which had demonstrated its apparent superiority in
space exploration in 1957 by launching Sputnik I. These currents were also felt in Denmark,
where the number of mathematicians, defined as people in tenure or tenure-track positions
in mathematics, increased from 13 in 1950 to 89 in 1977, i.e. by a factor of 7 [Schøtt 1979,
18]. It was partly carried through by expanding the existing mathematical departments in
Copenhagen and partly by establishing institutes at the new universities which appeared
outside Copenhagen in the period. In the same period the number of members of the Society
increased from around 100 to around 250 [Pedersen 1973, 24].
The University of Aarhus had been formally founded in 1928, but not until 1954 was the
first position in mathematics created. It was filled by Svend Bundgaard (1912–1984). For
the next 25 years Bundgaard was the driving force in the establishment and expansion of the
Mathematics Institute in Aarhus, making the size of its staff in 1980 comparable to those at
the mathematics institutes at the University of Copenhagen and the Technical University of
Denmark (formerly the Polytechnic). Before he got the professorship in Aarhus Bundgaard
had had a position as teaching assistant at the Polytechnic 1935–1942 and a position as
lecturer at the University of Copenhagen from 1942. He had been in the group of students
and assistants formed around Bohr and Børge Jessen (1907–93) [Ramskov 1995, 295–296].
Jessen and Bohr had had a very close collaboration from 1928 till Bohr’s death in 1951. They
wrote joint mathematical papers and also collaborated in organizational matters. Jessen was
secretary of the society in the 1930s when Bohr was president and they edited Matematisk
Tidsskrift B together during 1935–1942. After Bohr’s death in 1951 Jessen succeeded him
as the key figure in Danish mathematics. He was the leading person in the expansion of
mathematics at the University of Copenhagen in the late 1950s and early 1960s and in
a way he also succeeded Bohr on the international scene, being involved in forming the
new International Mathematical Union in the 1950s [Elkjær & Uglebjerg 1995, 32–34].
Jessen was also involved in several committees of associations, and he was president of the
Mathematical Society 1954–1958.
In addition to Aarhus, some of the other major Danish cities also obtained universities:
Odense in 1966 (first mathematics position in 1972), Roskilde in 1972 (first mathematics
position already in 1971) and Aalborg in 1974 (first mathematics position that year) [Schøtt
1979, 24]. In all these cases new, but minor, mathematics institutes appeared. In 1977 40 of
the 89 mathematicians were affiliated to institutes outside the capital; hence a consequence
of the expansion was that Danish mathematicians became geographically more scattered.
The expansion slowed down around 1980 and at the end of the 20th century the number of
mathematics positions in Denmark had passed 100.
In the 1960s Bundgaard also took the initiative in organizing weekly colloquia at the
Mathematics Institute in Aarhus. Here invited speakers from Denmark or abroad presented
mathematical papers. This idea soon spread to the other mathematics institutes, competing
with the ordinary meetings of the Society, which were its most frequent activity. The expan-
sion in the size of mathematical subjects led to an increased specialization and hence made
it more difficult to present mathematical papers of interest to all mathematicians [Pedersen
1973, 6–7]. However, the Society has kept the ordinary meetings until today. Until the 1970s
there were around 10 each year with an increasing fraction of foreign speakers, but during
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the last two decades of the 20th century the number has varied more. The form has remained
the same. After the presentation of a mathematical paper the audience could join the speaker
at a restaurant for a social gathering. In most cases the meetings took place in Copenhagen.
This indicates that the Society did not at once adjust to the new geographical distribution
and the changed needs of Danish mathematicians which emerged in the expansion period
1950–1980.
Since 1953 information on the Society’s meetings, on newly appointed mathematicians,
and on mathematical colloquia was printed as notes for each country in Mathematica Scan-
dinavica. This stopped in 1972 when a note announced that in the future the information
would appear in a special journal [Anonymous 1972]. This probably refered to plans for a
newsletter. The Danish Mathematical Society began to issue the newsletter Mat-Nyt [Math
News] 1 April 1974. It was very short (1–2 sheets of paper), was sent out once a week
during the terms, and brought the same kind of information for Denmark as was published
earlier in Mathematica Scandinavica [DMS4]. It continued until October 1999 when it was
replaced by the larger newsletter Matilde, which appears every third month.
During 1950–1980 the Society developed into an organization mainly for research math-
ematicians. As mentioned above, an association for mathematics teachers was formed in
1931. It split into two in 1965: an association for mathematics teachers at the teachers col-
leges and an association for the rest, today Matematiklærerforeningen. In 1969 the teachers
at the primary schools formed their own association, Danmarks Matematiklærerforening,
resulting in three associations for mathematics teachers. Societies for mathematical sciences
such as statistics, computer science, and operations research were also formed.
In addition to the ordinary meetings, larger annual or semiannual national meetings have
been organized by the Society during the last two decades of the 20th century. They have
taken place outside Copenhagen also. The idea for such meetings came from a three-day
national mathematical meeting organized at the initiative of Bundgaard at the University
of Aarhus in 1970. It was intended as a workshop conference where several organizational
questions related to mathematics at the institutions of higher education were to be discussed.
It took place at the peak of expansion of mathematics in Denmark. One topic was how best
to establish new mathematical departments at the new universities in Odense, Roskilde, and
Aalborg [Bundgaard 1971], and some of the recommendations were actually realized.
Inspired by the 1970 meeting an ambitious three-day national meeting was organized by
the Society in 1981. Committees to prepare different subjects had been set up the previous
year. All kind of societies and associations related to mathematics were invited and the
extensive report [Branner-Jørgensen et al. 1981] gives a very good description of the status
of mathematics in Denmark in 1981. At that time the expansion of mathematics in Denmark
had been stopped, and one subject discussed was how to avoid problems in 2005–2015 if
no new positions were created in the mean time. In the mentioned period a large part of the
research mathematicians and mathematics teachers would retire. A special commitee was
set up to discuss the problem and it suggested that new positions be created every year until
2005 and then be removed again in 2005–2015 [Branner-Jørgensen et al. 1981, 429–431].
This suggestion was not followed and during the last two decades of the 20th century the
number of positions has only slightly increased.
Other significant activities of the Society have been the organization of special meetings,
for example, the symposium celebrating the centennary of Harald Bohr’s birth in 1987 [Berg
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& Fuglede 1989], and mathematical publications. Supported by foundations the Society
published the Collected Mathematical Works of Harald Bohr [Bohr 1952] in 1952 and it
took the initiative to have the Collected Mathematical Papers of Jakob Nielsen published
in 1986 [Nielsen 1986]. These men are the only two Danish mathematicians so far who
have had their collected works published. The Society has also been involved in a number
of minor publications.
CONCLUSIONS
The Danish Mathematical Society was founded in 1873 when such national societies also
appeared elsewhere in Europe. In Denmark it became common in the 1870s to form asso-
ciations to promote special interests. The Mathematical Society was a nationally oriented
society until the end of World War I. It included all types of people interested in mathematics.
In this period it was an important element in Danish mathematical life being the place where
people interested in mathematics met. It influenced the development of mathematics by or-
ganizing literature meetings and started the book collection which became the backbone of
the mathematical laboratory. In the 1930s this lead to the first mathematical institute.
From the 1920s the Society became more internationally oriented by inviting foreign
speakers. Until the 1950s it was still a forum for mathematical research in Denmark, as the
place where information on new mathematics was most accessibly obtained.
The Society organized meetings where an invited speaker from Denmark or abroad pre-
sented a paper followed by a social gathering. All activities took place in Copenhagen
because all professional mathematicians worked and lived there. After World War II things
changed. The appearence of new universities scattered the Danish mathematicians geo-
graphically, but most of the activities of the Society still took place in Copenhagen.
The Society gradually became a society for research mathematicians, because the differ-
ent groups of mathematics teachers formed their own associations to promote their special
interests. The increasing specialization also made it more difficult to present papers of inter-
est to everybody. Moreover, local colloquia competed with the Society’s ordinary meetings.
Larger national meetings suited better the new conditions for the Society, but in general the
importance of the Society for Danish Mathematics and mathematicians has decreased since
the 1950s.
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